Traces of the cognitive mechanisms underlying speaking can be found within subtle variations in how we pronounce sounds. While speech errors have traditionally been seen as categorical substitutions of one sound for another, acoustic/articulatory analyses show they partially reflect the intended sound. When ''pig" is mispronounced as ''big," the resulting /b/ sound differs from correct productions of ''big," moving towards intended ''pig"-revealing the role of graded sound representations in speech production. Investigating the origins of such phenomena requires detailed estimation of speech sound distributions; this has been hampered by reliance on subjective, labor-intensive manual annotation. Computational methods can address these issues by providing for objective, automatic measurements. We develop a novel high-precision computational approach, based on a set of machine learning algorithms, for measurement of elicited speech. The algorithms are trained on existing manually labeled data to detect and locate linguistically relevant acoustic properties with high accuracy. Our approach is robust, is designed to handle mis-productions, and overall matches the performance of expert coders. It allows us to analyze a very large dataset of speech errors (containing far more errors than the total in the existing literature), illuminating properties of speech sound distributions previously impossible to reliably observe. We argue that this provides novel evidence that two sources both contribute to deviations in speech errors: planning processes specifying the targets of articulation and articulatory processes specifying the motor movements that execute this plan. These findings illustrate how a much richer picture of speech provides an opportunity to gain novel insights into language processing.
Introduction
The acoustic and articulatory properties of speech vary from moment to moment; if you repeat a word several times, no two instances will be precisely the same. Hidden within this variation are traces of the cognitive processes underlying language production. For example, when repeatedly producing a word, you will tend to slightly reduce its duration-reflecting (in part) the ease of retrieving the word from long term memory (Kahn & Arnold, 2012; Lam & Watson, 2010) . Such effects can also be found at the level of individual speech sounds within a word. One such effect can be observed in bilingual speakers' pronunciations of second language speech sounds. Such sounds are more accented when speakers have recently produced a word in their native language, relative to cases where the same speaker has just produced sounds in the second language (Balukas & Koops, 2015; Goldrick, Runnqvist, & Costa, 2014; Olson, 2013) . This suggests that the difficulty of retrieving words and sounds when switching languages can modulate how sounds are articulated.
Here, we focus on one source of evidence that has played a key role in theories of language production: speech errors (Fromkin, 1971, et seq.) . Errors involving the mis-production of sounds (''pig" mispronounced as ''big") reveal the graded influence of intended productions on articulation. Errors simultaneously reflect acoustic/articulatory properties of both the target and error outcome (Frisch & Wright, 2002; Goldrick, Baker, Murphy, & Baese-Berk, 2011; Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006; Goldstein, Pouplier, Chen, Saltzman, & Byrd, 2007; McMillan & Corley, 2010; McMillan, Corley, & Lickley, 2009; Pouplier, 2007 Pouplier, , 2008 . Such effects are consistent with theories of language production incorporating continuous, distributed mental representations in the cognitive process underlying the planning (Dell, 1986; Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006; Plaut & Shallice, 1993; Smolensky, Goldrick, & Mathis, 2014) and
